
Learning lectures:

COGNITIVE SOCIAL 
LEARNING
(COGNITIVE-BEHAVIORAL) 
Theories



A classroom project

I need two volunteers….



Dollard & Miller

Approach - avoidance conflict
Dynamic Behaviorism



Julian Rotter: Social Learning Theory

original author of social learning theory
now commonly attributed to Bandura or Mischel

life
Born in Brooklyn
stumbled across Adler and Freud's writing while 
in his grade school to high school "hangout":  
the Avenue J Library in Brooklyn



majored in chemistry, because
"...there was no profession of psychology 
that I knew of."
and...
"...in 1933, in the depths of the _______, one 
majored in a subject one could use to make 
a living."  (Rotter, 1982, p. 343)

started attending Adler's lectures at L.I. 
School of Medicine

soon was invited to Adler's home meetings



Education

MA from U. of Iowa, worked with Kurt Lewin
Ph.D. from U. of Indiana

UI had one of the first clinical psych Ph.D. 
programs

did military psychology work in World War  II
professor at Ohio State
professor at "UConn"



Expectancies and the beginning of cognitivism 
in the Learning approach

expectancies of reinforcement
specific
generalized

Rotter's basic formula for predicting behavior:
p (behavior) = f (expectancy + reinforcement 
value)



Albert Bandura (1925-present)

Bandura's life (so far)
Albert was born in Mundare in Alberta, Canada.
1 of 20 in high school with only 2 teachers

despite, or because of, this, Albert & most of his 
classmates have had very successful, 
professional careers



summers spent patching roads in the Yukon
BA:  U. of Brit. Columbia.
Ph.D.:  U. of Iowa (1952)

(Bandura chose it because he though it was the 
most advanced department at the time)
1 yr. at Wichita Kansas Guidance Center
teaching at Psych. Dept. at Stanford ever since
has Jordan Chair



and more

former President of APA
2nd most-quoted researcher/author in psych. 
journals!

the most-quoted is: _______
the 3rd-most quoted is:  _______



Bandura's theoretical work

Principles of Behavior Modification 
(Bandura, 1969)
cognitive social learning

(in addition to Walter Mischel)



Effects of the social environment
Social reinforcement
Vicarious reinforcement, punishment
Observational learning:  determinants.

Characteristics of the model
Similarity of model and subject.

exception:  SES (socioeconomic status)
Rewarded-ness of model
Nurturance of model

Symbolic learning, too!
Examples: reading, listening to lectures



observational learning 
theory

Models
Components necessary for learning

1. Attention
2. Retention
3. Reproductive Capability
4. Motivation (only for performance)
(Michael Mahoney)



Acquisition versus performance

learning vs. doing
what makes people do things they've learned

e.g., ads for lipstick versus application of lipstick
e.g., ads for shaving versus actually shaving



Self-efficacy theory

Expectancies of reinforcement
Antecedent → Behavior → Consequence
Person → Behavior



Aggression 
and 
modeling:
The Bobo 
Doll study



Aggression 
and 
modeling II: 
airplane 
hijacking



Other social learning 
theorists
Beyond Bandura..



Walter Mischel

criticisms of trait and dynamic theories 
("Personality and Assessment")
situation variables vs. person variables



Cognitive Social Learning Person variables 
(also Mischel)

1. expectancies
2. personal constructs & encoding strategies
3. self-regulatory strategies and plans
4. competencies
5. subjective values
Behavior = f (Stimulus, Person, Stimulus x Person 

interaction)



Donald Meichenbaum

Self-Instructional Therapy (SIT)
(specifics on SIT coming up soon!)

integrating cognitive and behavioral therapy



Michael Mahoney 

conversion of behaviorism to cognitive-behaviorism
cognitive strategies for self-control



Aaron Beck (psychiatrist)

cognitive strategies for alleviation of depression
comparison of Dynamic and Learning methods of 
treating depression



END of
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